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No Meeting No Picnic and but a November 8 ZOOM MEETING at
1PM join us
Ribeye steaks at a later date

A Recap from an earlier time about an old radio company By Richard Majestic
A synopsis excerpt from ARC Blog/
Posting around February 01, 2009.
Martin Blankinship wrote: Everyone
has brought up some good points, but
the comparison of Zeniths to other
brands made me ask myself: could the
rank and file Zenith models have
drawn sales away from the Stratosphere models? You see, the point that
I want to make is that Zenith produced
models for all price brackets. Prospects who went with the intent only
to see the Stratosphere would likely
have been enticed by the much cheaper price of models 985 and 990 12tube models (and all of the even
cheaper models) for the first half of
1935. Subsequent model lines would
have intensified the competition with
the 1934- designed Stratosphere. In
my mind, three factors in 1936 Zenith
model line may have robbed from the
Stratosphere some of its prestige: 1):
the 12-tube models 12A58 and 12A57
(Zenith built at least 14,000 of the
1202 chassis allocated to these two
models); 2): the doubling of production and sales of the 1936 Zenith over
all of 1935 lines--270,000 units (which
included the 800, 900, and 1100 series
models, roughly 100,000 units altogether produced) inclusively. 3): The

new back-lit celluloid black dials, photoengraved by Howard Dilkes, was
easier to read than the 6- layered, edge
lit Stratosphere glass layers. For the
1937 model line, surely models
12U158 and 12U159 with their huge
10" diameter black celluloid dials, also
photoengraved by Howard Dilkes, cut
into the Stratosphere sales. This may
have been the final blow to the Stratosphere. These models were photoengraved on the front side and the back
side, making the dial opaque. Oh, and
by the way, Zenith produced and sold
about 521,000 units in the 1937 model
line. Neither Scott nor Capehart had
these low price brackets (down to
$19.95) to compete with or detract
potential buyers of the pinnacle model
1000Z Stratosphere. 1938: Introduction of the Robot Dial: Zenith production and sales: 550,000 units; 1939:
705,000 units; 1940: 922,000 units;
1941: 1,151,000 units; the abbreviated
1942 year: 1,167,000 units (this section is for Curt's benefit--LOL). Just a
thought, Martin Radio Stars wrote: I
have always believed and said a number of times that the 16 tube Stratosphere models were not that much of a
sound improvement over the 12-A-58
(Continued on page Six)

The SEP AD above was Feb 8,1932 by Oct
1934 the sales number was 6 million and Majestic was now bankrupt, now Zenith had to pick up

Minutes NMRCC Meeting by Chuck Burch

Next month

NMRCC 2020 MEETINGS
January 12th ‘FM tuners
February 9th. Tube boxes, old radio books
and text books, documents (manufacturer newsletters), and advertising items related to radios
and broadcasting
March 8th 1930s art deco radios, chrome
chassis and intricate wood design radios
April 19th . Canceled Covid19 Old computers,
calculators, slide rules, and associated items
May 10th . Canceled Covid19 Spring Picnic&sale – (J.Anthes’s)
June 14th . Canceled Covid19 Zoom
meetingUnusual Devices/Stump the ExpertsUnusual tubes, light bulbs, transistors, and radio
parts. Also, who can identify that strange gizmo
you found, or explain how an unusual object
works?
July 12th Zoom meeting Unusual Devices and Stump the Experts. …
strange tubes, radio parts, devices etc.
August 9th Wild Card Sunday
September 13th Radios with odd construction
October 11th Fall Ribeye Steak Picnic
(Wilson’s)
November 08th Radio Repair Workshop with
Richard Majestic AA12s
December 13th Zoom party

Mark T and
James P

NMRCC Officers for 2020
•

David Wilson: President

•

Mark Toppo: Vice President

•

Richard Majestic: Treasurer

•

[open] Secretary C. Burch acting

•

Membership Randy Gray

•

Ron Monty Director

•

Les Davidson Director

•

John Anthes Director

•

John Hannahs

•

Richard Majestic: Newsletter Editor
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Some screen shot Views from our August Zoom meeting
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FROM THE PRESIDENT’S DESK

NMRCC Members
I would like to thank our members who have
hung in there with us this year as we adapted
our meetings to the Zoom online platform. It
has been critical to our club’s survival in this
year with the COVID Pandemic impacting all of
our lives.
We are heading into the last stretch of
2020 with December left. December has traditionally been our club’s Christmas party and
unfortunately this year we are not able to hold a
party due to our State’s current restrictions on
group gatherings which can be no larger than 5
people at one time. Hopefully, we will be
through this Pandemic next year and be at
point where we can return to holding regular
meeting in person along with our Christmas
party and the spring and fall picnics.
I want to encourage our membership to
really try to attend the special Zoom meeting in
December on the 13th at 1 PM. I’m setting up
this special meeting since we will not be holding a Christmas party this year. At this meeting
will be making some important decisions regarding the future of our 26-year old radio club.
It going to be really critical you find a way to
attend this meeting held online on Zoom. We
are going to really need your input and vote on
critical matters that could impact our club for a
very long time if not addressed correctly and
we need a good representation of membership
to participate in this critical business meeting.
Have a safe Thanksgiving Holiday!
David Wilson
NMRCC President

Sparton 558 Sled
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and I've always felt the 12-U -159 is the best looking and
sounding radio for it's $179 price tag. I have my 16-A-61
study and play it weekly. My 12-U-159 is in my office and I
pay it every day. The reason the 12-U159 is in my office is
performance and then looks. Outside the 1000 -Z it's my
favorite of the 1930's. I believe you are right in part about
these great performing, less expensive models hurting the 16
tube Strat sales. The 1000Z was in whole prestige and price
category of it's own being 7 times the price of the average
radio sold in America at the time. Your point here does illustrate how Zenith may have been using the 1000Z as more of
a marketing instrument by tying in the looks and features
like the big black dial into their 1936 and 1937 lines. This
period is where Zenith really started to move big sales numbers in the industry and they ran advertising playing this
point up. The WLW, according to a Thesis pa- Richard Majestic, Presid ent N MR CC The audio circuits are totally
unique to the 1000Z Stratosphere and not found in any other
Zenith radio, in that ..Additionally, looking at the poor to no
production engineering of the 25 tube Stratosphere, I would
estimate that not more than three electronic engineers were
responsible for the design of the Stratosphere 1000Z. The
Stratosphere’s mechanical and electronic designs looks like
an engineering prototype, that was put into production and
built by very skilled people, and I bet every Stratosphere was
checked, ~Richard Majestic from march 2009
. PAGE 4 N E W M E X I C O R A D I O C O L L E C T O
R S C L U B David Wilson’s restored Zenith 1000z Stratosphere Rear view of the Stratosphere, two Jensen A12 loudspeakers and 5” horn tweeter & amplifier My electronically
restored Zenith 15U269 with the Jensen A12, hear the sweet
sounds? per done on the WLW by an electrical engineering
student in 1939, got it's start in the spring of 1936. Powell
Crosley Jr. the President of Crosley Radio Corp. put out the
order to develop the WLW. He was a friend of Zenith President Commander McDonald and Crosley held up to his engineers the Zenith Stratosphere as an example of quality in a
radio receiver. __David Martin Blankinship wrote: David, it
sounds like you are becoming a research hound like myself.
Your citing of that thesis paper from 1939 is an interesting
find. When looking back and finding that Zenith built roughly 100,000 units for all of the 800, 900, and the very rare
1100 series combined in fiscal year 1934-35 (5/1/344/30/35), it really is a major expansion of the market share
for Zenith to nearly triple production to 270,000 units the
following fiscal year. Another significant fact: Zenith increased their dealer network from 3,500 at the beginning of
the 1935 season to over 12,000 by 1936, then to 20,000 at
the beginning of the 1938 season. Some of the new dealers--I
believe--were B.F. Goodrich Tire dealers. Others were
gained through the closing of Atwater Kent towards the end
of the 1936 season. Was this market expansion all due to the
black magnavision dial, with the Stratosphere being the inaugural model? If Scott, Capehart, or McMurdo Silver had
cheaper models to fill all price brackets for potential prospects (say, table models from $19.95, consoles from $39.95,
etc), would that have drawn many prospects away from buying their fine models as may have possibly been the case
with Zenith? __Martin And I responded: One issue overlook
is the engineering difference between the 25 tube Stratosphere and the 16 and 12 tube Zenith’s produced from 1933
to 1938. Your Stratosphere’s engineering is a large departure
from the lower priced radios produced during that period.
Having designed many consumer and commercial products
myself, I can tell you that engineers leave more than their
circuit designs to their legacy. The Stratosphere has so many

different design features that I speculate that the commander
hired a different group of engineers to design and put the
Stratosphere 1000Z into production. The RF circuit was completely different than anything produced by Zenith from 1933
to 1939; they used a pentagrid convertor (6A7) local oscillator-mixer, not found in 1933 radios since RCA introduced it
in 1933. The IF circuit, because of the variable bandwidth
feature was only used in the 1000Z and was very unique in
that they changed the coupling ratio to vary the bandwidth.
The second detector was unique in that it was a full wave and
followed by an AGC amplifier stage with delay and a long
time constant. The use of only two IF amplifier stages were
deliberate; two IF amplifiers minimized noise while reducing
envelope modulation distortion, very clever for 1933 and
very clever today. The audio circuits are totally unique to the
Stratosphere and not found in any other Zenith radio, in that
the engineer designed the audio system to reduce harmonic
and intermodulation distortion to very low levels, this was
very difficult to do in the 30s with the tubes available and
without the use of global negative feedback, not used extensively until the 50s. Those Stratosphere audio circuits and the
speaker system were done by a “golden ear” engineer who
tuned the frequency response of the electronic circuits to both
compensate and take advantage of those Jensen A12 felt
coned loudspeakers. The engineer used a high level third
order high pass filter with a separate output transformer to
drive the Jensen “Q” tweeter, taking advantage of the second
harmonic distortion found in the broadcast chain used in 30s
this increased the perception of high frequency sounds. I
doubt, having looked at the WLW schematic and speaker
compliment that it sounded as good as the 1000Z Stratosphere, maybe it played louder but not better.
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Back in Feb 2009 I did a repair clinic see
below and when we get physically together again we will do another clinic .I
would like to demonstrate what goes on
in an IF strip in a AM radio., maybe FM
too.
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The New Mexico Radio Collectors Club is a non-profit organization founded
in 1994 in order to enhance the enjoyment of collecting and preservation of
radios for all its members.

NEW MEXICO RADIO
COLLECTORS CLUB

New Mexico Radio Collectors Club
Richard Majestic (Membership inquiries)
5460 Superstition Drive
Las Cruces NM 88011
E-Mail: ronmonty@comcast.net
Phone: 505 281-5067
E-Mail: rmajestic@msn.com
Phone: 575 521-0018

NOTICE: Due to COVID-19 State rules our regular
NMRCC meetings are not currently being held the second
Sunday of every month at The Quelab at 680 Haines, Ave.NW,
Albuquerque, NM, with equipment auction starting at 1 PM,
general meeting starting at 2 PM. Instead, we are having
our currently holding meetings via Zoom over the internet,
the second Sunday of the month striating at 1
PM. Members will be emailed the meeting invite links each
meeting so they can attend online by Zoom. We will return
to our regular Quelab, second Sunday of each
month scheduled meetings once the State of New Mexico
lifts their COVED-19 restrictions.
NMRCC NEWSLETTER
USPS Stamp

FOR INFORMATION CHECK THE INTERNET

http://www.newmexicoradiocollectorsclub.com/
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